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attempt to reconcile any problems
arising out of this financial
situation.
ASUNM law requires the senate
to hold at least one meeting during
the summer. Garcia said this
gathering would probably be held a
week before school starts. Swanson
said "in the works" for the new
senate are plans for a deaf
awl!_renessday, a program involving
the senior citizens of the community, more daytime activities in
the SUB 'lind possibly a free
speakers program. Also, she said,
. ~he Office of Research and Consumer Affairs (ORCA) will be
putting out a senate newsletter,
possibly in conjunction with the
LOBO.

SERVICES

Classified
Advertising
10• per word
Marron Halll31
8:30 a.m. to 4:00p.m.

.Daily
1.

PERSONALS

WANT TO VOLUNTEER your spareflme? Agora is
be.;:inning summer training June 19 at 7;00 pm in
Ortega Hall, room 147.
06/19
PARAPHENALIA, CIGARETIES, TEAS, incense,

and the lowest prices on pipes in town. Pipe- and
Tobacco Road, 107 CorQell SE. Across from UNM.
06/9

editorial system. Technical, general, legal,· medical,
.scholas*. Charts & tables. 345-2125.
07127
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
.268-8515,
7/27
OPENINGS IN MANZANITA Programma Jnfantil
al UNM for 6-8 y·ear old boys and giirls, For information ca,ll Marlis Mann 277·20~3, 4114 or Irene
Serna 277-4907, 2132, if interested in applying for
yourchild.
06/15
GENERAL HOME REPAIRS, Eslimates free. Ray
299-2769,.
06/15
'GUITAR LESSONS. Folk, rocJ(, classical, jazz.
Marc's ~uh~r studio. 255-5886, "Quality private
instruction."
07/27

4.

HOUSING

WANTED: ONE BEDROOM house near univer5ity
starting July 1. Call Mike at 277·!i6!i6. Leave
message,
6/ I 5
ROOMY 1 BR Fl)RNISHED apartment, utilities
paid. $185,00/mo., 116 Harvard SE. Caii34S·2627
6/15
N.E, HOUSE- 3 BR., plus to share for summer $75
-$150 per mo. plus utilities. Ray 299-2769.
6/09

SEARCHING FOR SUMMER housing? Re~idence
Halls are your answer for maximum convenience to
campu~ plus comfort and economy In housing and
fo9(1 service! Inquire, La Posada 201, weekdays, 9·4
orcall277-2606.

6/15

5., FORSALE
WOMEN BICYCLISTS. Save $3.00 on Avocet
anatomically designed women's saddle. For all day·
comfort, R.C, Hallen's. 2122 Coal Pl. SE, 843·9378.
6/29
1972 DATSUN FASTBACK- Excellent c;ondition.
New lires, new clutch, new battery. $1100. Call 2945383 after 5 pm.·
7 /27
GLEA.RANCE SALE ON selected gitane motobecane
and velo solex bikes. R.C. Hallett's, 2122 Coal Pl.
SE, 843-9378.
6/15
CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST - A collection of
UNM's creative works is now on sale at UNM
bookstore, the Mercado, and MarrOn Hall, Room
13 t. $2,00. Support the Arts.
7 /27
BELL BICYCLE HELMETS reg. $33.95- $29.95.
June only, R,C. Hallett's, 2122 Coal Pl. SE 843-9378.
6/22
QUALITY STEREO COMPONENTS, singly or
system; call Bruce. 281-:3095.883-2745.
6/09

TYPESETTER/PASTE UP.._people will be needed for
fall. Evening hours 8 p,rf!. to midnight, Freshman
and sophomores preferred. Typing skills required,
We will tr.nin for other aspects, Marron Hall131, 8;30
to 4:00p.m. daily,
tfn
PART-TIME MANANGER at efficiency r.omplex.
Minimal main.lenance and time required. Single
student, call 34~-2627.
6/09
PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE Students only,
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21 yrs old.
Apply in per.!)ion, no phone calls please. Save-Way
liquor S!ores at 5708 LomasNE, ~516 Menual NE.

6129

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

WOMEN- EARN $75.. 00- Participate in medical
research-blood drawing-must be of normal weight,
06/09
Call Pal Dodd 277-4064.
WOMEN- EARN $50-75- 18 to 30 yrs. oF ageparticipate in medical research involving blood
drawi!lg and shorHerm estrogen administration must be of normal weight. Call Pal Dodd 277A064,
06/09

T,he deadline fbr drop. . .a class '!J(iY;'our receiving a
grade of "F" or "'!"F" (w~!l!;'i'fft'l-faifl is June 23 for
classes lastin,g eight..weeks. p
·
f19.."t
The deadline for dropping four-w~~~~~~Was the first
day that t!Je class met.
ltfJ.\fJ..'f.~'
~
~~

I
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Sessidn reflects
student reaction
to tuition hike
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FURNISHED EFFICIENCY, UTILITIES paid,
$143.00mo.I710CoaiPI.SE.Call345-2627, 6/15
UNIQUE STUDIOS WITH sundeck. Near UNM on
Princeton $155. Water paid, 255-2872.
6/15
STUDENT PUai,ICA.TIONS HA.S an nDcninz for a
SUMMER TERM SINGLE rooms, kitchen privileges
student who qualifies for work study and has
$100/mo. Canterbury Co·op. 1705 Mesa VIsta NE, , bookkeeping or accounling experience. Marron Ha!l
Contact bet ween 5 and 8 pm,
6/09
room 131.8:30·4:00p,m.,daily,
tfn

6.

orop~H

EMPLOYMENT

By MILLS RIPLEY

The same number of students are
enrolled for summer ~ession this
year as were last year, but the
number of credit hours they will be
taking has dropped 2.2 per cent,
Associate Registrar Richard Legoza
said.
Legoza said he suspects students
are reacting to the higher tuition
this summer and the availibility of
part-time work in Albuquerque by
not taking as many classes.
· He said, "We have a lot of
courses offered.in the mornings and
very few offered in the afternoons."
_With a high concentration of
morning dassel;, many students
must choose between two classes
which meet at the same time,
resulting in fewer credit hours, he
said.

ss.oo off with coupon

Is your bicycle tired? Run
down? Suffering from · iron
deficiency anemia? Cheer up!
Let our expert mec;hanics put
it back into condition for the
summer months ahead.

on tune up and Safety checkup
regularly s1s.oo to s20.00

expires 6-17-78

R. C. Hallett's World Champion Bicycles
2122 Coal Pl. SE

•

843-9378

Italian Fatso Special
50coff

Italian Fatso Special
$1.00 off any dinner

Fatso no.l, Fatso no. 2 and our hot Roast Beef

lasagna, ravioli, eggplant, sausage and peppers

Bear breeding
prompts diet

w/mushrooms, gravy and cheese

includes salad and garlic bread
coupon good anytime through 6-14-78

(regular size only, minis are 25c off)
coupon good anytime through 6-14-78
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Students nominate winners
for 'outstanding teacher'
Professor Ellis has been teaching
at UNM for nine years. He is the
1978 summer school chairperson
because of his seniority in his
department.
"I have two goals as a teacher,"
Dr. Ellis said, "to give my students
as much knowledge as possible, as
much as any Harvard graduate; and
to train my students to be
.
, .·
.

By ROBIN LICHTENSTEIN
~

A graduate teacher of history and
an undergraduate instructor of
psychology were chosen by a
selection committee for the Outstanding Teacher of the Year
Award. The award is $750.
Professor of history Dr. Richard
Ellis won the award for Out-

I

S.B.Sa HAS THE LARGEST
SELECTION· OF OFFICIAL
U·SED UNM TEXTBOOKS.
and more:
Art & Engineering su·pplies
Texas-Instrument, Hewlett-Packard,
&Sharp calculators and accessories
School and Office supplies
UNM Classrings
Law, Medical, Nursing arid Professional
textbooks and study aids
UNM souvenirs & gifts

~

"My classes are difficult but
fair," Dr. Harnick said.
She works hard to maintain
contact with her students and keeps
them interested in the subject
matter rather than what is to be on
the next exam.

"I try to get to know my students
and become alta tched to my
Professor Frances Harnick (above) and Professor Richard classses,'' Dr. Harnick said.
Ellis (below) were selected as outstanding teachers by a
CHADWICK PHOTO

special committee.

CHADWICK PHOTO

professionals before they get out of
college. I emphasize the value of
publication
and
attending
professional meetings. This is why
all my students have jobs as
teachers and historians by the time
they graduate."

She plans to buy a painting with
the award money, to remember this
occasion.
"I am pleased to know the
University cares as much about
teaching as it does about
publication," Dr. Harnick said.

Flower

puncture
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I
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One of Dr. Ellis' students did a
dissertation on Walter Prescott
Webb that was published by the
UNM Press and nominated for the
Pulitzer Prize in 1975. Professor
Ellis plans to use his $7 50 award
toward a trip to Denmark on the
Fulbright program.

"I try to make my large classes
personally relevent, intellectualy
stimulating and amusing," said Dr.
Frances Harnick who teaches
Introduction to Psychology classes
of 650 students. This is her third
4 y.ear at the university, after teaching
at a community college. in
Baltimore for two years. She
·
: received her Masters and Ph.D
.S,!iii,~ degrees
at John
Hopkins
~1i University.

- WASH1NGTON (UPI ) - The National Zoo's two giant pandas are too standing Graduate Teaching. He
fat and each will have to shed more than 50 pounds to mate properly and was nominated by his students and
the recommendation was evaluated
.
produce an offspring, zoo officials said Thursday.
Officials said they plan to put the two roly poly bearhke creatures on a by.the selection committee headed
by Dr. Joel M. Jones, assistant
diet to get them in proper shape for next spring's breeding season.
They said they want to trim their weight to 220 pounds or less. Currently provost and acting dean of
Ling-Ling, the female, who is slightly older, weighs276 pounds and Hsing- faculties.
Dr. Frances Harnick of
Hsing, the male, weighs 273 pounds.
They also said there is no evidence that ther~ is anything. wrong with. the psychology, who won the Outpandas who have failed to make the grade dunng each matmg season smce standing Undergraduate Teacher of
the Year Award, was also
1973.
Dr. Devra Kleiman, the zoo's reproduction biologist, and Jaren nominaled by her students.
Supported by the Greater UNM
Horeley, the general curator, said they were told about the weight problem
Fund,
the award is administered
last month during a visit to China, the pandas' homeland.
through
the office of the provost.
"They (the Chinese) were very encouraing about the possibility of our
animals breeding in the future," Ms. Kleiman said. "One of the things Any student, faculty member,
they recommend was that we keep the animals weights about 100 kilograms chairperson, dean or alumnus may
nominate anyone teaching at UNM,
(220 pounds)."
"They feel we have a very good chance," said Ms. Kleiman, adding zoo though an individual may submit
officials will not worry unless there are no offsprings during the next seven only one nomination. Each
nomination must be accompanied
years. There has yet to be a pandapregrancy in a zoo outside of China.
Since 1972 when the pandas were given to the United States by the by a written statement outlining the
Chinese government, they have dined twice a day on apples, carrots, reasons for the nomination. Some
cooked sweet ptatoes, rice gruel, a dog biscuit and 20 po.unds of cut of the criteria for the award includes
student
evaluation,
bamboo.
publication,
nomination,
and
Ms. Kleiman said the zoo will make an across-the-board cut in their food
ability
to
teach
graduate
students
but there will be "no starvation diet" because there is plenty of time until
and large classes, said Professor
next spring.
The two giant pandas are the only ones in the United States and part of Bernard Spolsky, member of the
selection committee.
only a dozen in the zoos outside of China.

.

GET USED·TO THE IDEA!

Legoza said the number of re·
admitted students, tho.se who have
skipped one or more regular
semesters, enrolled this summer is
up 26.7 per cent from last summer
to 1,062 students.
He srud the number of transfer
students attending UNM this
summer is also up-817 this year
compared to 766 in 1977.
He said because of the staggered
starting dates of many classes,
Dean of Admissions and Records
Robert Weaver waived the $15 late
registration fee earlier this year to
avoid confusion.
"You would think that with the
$15 late fee being waived. students
would feel freer to play around with
their schedules through drops and
adds; but that hasn't been the
case," Legoza said.
He said there are fewer drops and
adds this summer than usual.
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The man-stabbing roses which lined the east side
of the SUB have been replaced by less vicious
juniper bushes.
The seagreen junipers, chosen by landscape
architect Bob Johns, replaced rose bushes which
were lost when the union was expanded two years
ago.
In 1970 the United States Armed Forces in
Southeast Asia invaded Cambodia which touched
off demonstrations on UNM's campus. With these
demonstrations came the calling out of the
National Guard by then-governor Dave Cargo.
Bayonets were a fixed to the guards' rifles and they
marched across the mall. Three people were
stabbed and official reports stated the people
wounded fell upon the roses lining the mall .
Johns chose the junipers "because l wanted an
evergreen planting to edge the mall.''
The work, which took six weeks, was done by
Los Patios Contractors.

'
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National campaign announced

N.M. students
are recruited
Br

Animal experiments disputed

BEVERLY HARRON

By GAIL ROSENBLUM

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
No. 144 ·

Vol 82
381401

Tho New Mexico Daily Lobo is published
Mo:nday through Friday every regular week of
\the University year and weekl;,r during the summer session by the Board of Student
Publications of the University of New Mexico,
and is not financially associated with UNM,
SecOnd class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mex.ico 87131. Subscription rate is ~10,00 for
the.acadcmic year,
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pnges of the Vaily Lobo are those of the author '
solely. Unslgtled opinion is that of the editoria1
board of the Daily Lobo. Nothing printed in the
Dally Lobo necessaril}' represents the views of
the Universityof~ew Mexico.

Student leade):s and faculty
members at UNM may soon be
asked to participate in a drive to
persuade college administrations to
adopt co).uses in "ethics in experimentation." The drive concerns
the use of animals in experiments.
The Animal Protection Institute
of America, based in California,
has announced a national campaign
aimed directly at those campuses
where future experimenters are
trained, because they say there is a
"morbid over-use of animals" in
lab work, science research and
student instruction.
API contends too many animals
die as students· are trained at the
preliminary level. Take-apart

models "can work more inMore than 17,000 animals were
formatively than dissection of live purchased for use in experiments at
or actual specimens" for many of UNM in 1977-1978. Omdahl said
those students, they said.
these animals are not sacrificed in
API President Belton P. Mouras, an excessive manner, and as few
said, "Nearly all authorities agree animals are used is possible.
that a percentage-probably a high
percentage- of the more than 100
Omdahl works primarily with
million animals annually sacrificed baby chicks and rats which are used
could be saved or used with no in the study of radiation effects and
damage to science or society.''
cardiology. The kidneys, intestines,
Jack Omdahl, assistant professor and blood of the animals are also
of bio-chemistry at UNM, who has studied.
worked with animals in ex"In experimenting with small
periements for. 20 year~/ said, "I'm
sure there are some abusers of animals (chicks and rats) one must
animals in experimentation, but consider the cost of the anima.! and
they are definitely in the
minority".

the cost of time used in experimenting with the animal. It is
often bettertosacrificetheanimal.
·
"However, when working with
large animals, such as monkeys,
which are closest to man in
characteristics, I agree that
techniques could be improved," he
said.
Omdahl said take-apart models
are "quite appropriate" for many
experiments, but cadavers can also
be a positive aid for studetns in the
medical field.

Serving International Greek & Middle Eastern Specialities.
Gyros .•..•••.•.•.••..••.
.

A roast of eavory spiced beef and lamb carved on the spit.

Souvlaki .......•...••• ~ •

I'

Tender chunks o! boef, marinated In wine and spices cooked
on skewers.

Falatel ..••..•••..••.....
From the middle aast ...chlck peas, lava beans, spices and
eggs aerved with Tahlnl sauce

All sandwiches served on pita with
tomatoes, onions, sour cream sauce
and diner fries.

Greek Salad ..•.....•.•..
Lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
and house dressing.

Olives, peppers, leta cheese

Small Salad ........•..•...
Spanikopita ...•••....•••
Splnach pte" spinach, variety of cheeses, eggs and spices In
delicate flllo pastry,

11

Tiropita ................ .
Cheese pie" varlely of cheeses, eggs and spices In delicate
IIIIo pastry.

11

Combination Dinner

(meat) • • •

106 Cornell
(next door to the Frontier)

Take out
255·4401

,,

!I
i!

Desserts
Baklava -layers of nuts ahd lemon
honey syrup in a delicate fillo pastry.
Kataifi -layers of nuts and lemon honey
syrup topped with shredded pastry
Diples -:.rolled pastry flavored with
honey and sugar
Cheesecake
Apple Strudel
Brownies

1!

I

j,

I

!;
I

Drinks

Gyros, Souvlnkl, salad, fries and pita

Combination Dinner

<vegetarian).
Salad, Spanlkoplta, tlroplta, lolalel with tahlnland plto.

Diner Fries ............. .

Coke, Sprite
Root beer, Mr. Pibb
Lemonade
Orange Juice

Iced tea
Hot Chocolate, Milk
Coffee

The UNM College Enrichment Program has a recruiting mission which
reaches a~! graduating high school students in New Mexico, said Dan
Chavez duector of the program, to provide financial and education
assistance to potential UNM freshmen.
Chavez, who has been the director since the program began in 1968, said
there are four services the pre-college orientation program provides. He
said first is to provide information to all graduating seniors of all 110
public high schools in New Mexico, to 13 private schools, and 5 out-ofstate high schools that are near New Mexico borders and have New Mexico
students attending.
The information given contains all the requirements that the graduating
students must be New Mexico residents, must have all necessary credits to
graduate from high school, and must apply for and secure financial aid
through the University.
After the student has applied to the University and the CEP, Chavez
said, he is given a pre-college orientation. The student is given placement
tests in Enlgish, Math, Biology, and Chemistry, enabling him to preregister with some idea of his strengths and weaknesses.
Chavez said the third service is counseling. All students are monitored
buy t.he CE~ counselors, and if they find a student is h~Ying difficulties in
certam subjects, the counselors warn him of the situation. Tutoring is
available for any student who wishes to use it, he said.
The last major service is placement for t.he student; either in other
colleges or in T-VI or in a job for the graduate student, offering letters of
recommendation to prospective employers. Each student attends one twoweek period of orientation, which holds a maximum of 45 students. The
student pays only for transportation; everything else is paid for by the
'
University. .
Thus
. far this summer program has recruited close to 1000" students ' of
wh1ch 10 have earned associate degrees, 135 have bachelors, 10 have
masters, 3 have law degrees, and 2 have medical degrees.
Of these only 18 per cent are from Bernalillo county; the other 82 per
cent come from outside the county.

Newhall honored
Santa Fe resident and University
of New Mexico faculty member
.Beaumont Newhall has been
awarded an honorary Doctor of
Arts degree'" from Harvard
University.
Newhall, who has been a visiting
professor of art at UNM since 1971
by special annual approval of the
Regents, received the honorary
degree in recognition for his work

in the history of photography.
Newhall is author of "The
History of Photography" (now in
''The
its
fifth
edition),
Daguerreotype in Americ" and
"Airborne Camera."

Moonlight Madness!
Storewide Sale
All 798 list albums for 519
All paraphenaHa 20°/o off
6 p.m. to midnight June 15

.Tonight at both locations:

2222 Central SE
(across from UNM)
and 4517 Central NE

Newhall has been honored by
photographic societies in England,
Germany and the U.S. He was born
in Lynn, Mass., in 1908.

expires June 21,1978

FREE Coke with every sandwich purchase thru June 17

Buy one get one free
Buy any one sandwich and get the
second of equal value for free
one coupon per custon;Jer

Directly Across From Yale Park

(excluding Crown, Inflation,
Health Spa, and Posh)

2216 Central SE-265-5986
.

non Valid
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The ethics of college lab experimentation on animals like
this are being examined.

2206 Central SE

across from UNM

Italian Fatso Special
$1.00 off any dinner
lasagna, ravioli, eggplant, sausage and peppers

IJV'e ott (_ampu~
It's a wise move into the residence halls,
and the price is right. Space is available for the summer.

includes salad and garlic bread
coupon good anytime through 6-21-78

All Lee
All Levi's
13.50 1st palt
12.50 2nd palt

Contact llon!!llng JC.eservatious
La P«kVuda llall
27'7'-2606

•

lobo
men's
s h0 p

Tuna chef
Cheese chef

across from

Italian Fatso Special
SOc off
Fatso no. I, Fatso no. 2 and·our hot Roast Beef
w/mushrooms, gravy and cheese
(regular size only, minis are 25c off)
coupon good anytime through 6-21-78

Italian Fatso Special
50c off Chef salads
Egg chef
Italian chef

coupon good anytime through 6-21-78

2206 Central SE across from UNM

Dairy Queen* braziec
has it all
Food and Dessert
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiil

2206 Central SE

Regular Size
SUNDAES
fot the price of one
With this coupon

\:liid only at 2300 Central or 12th & 1-40
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The Supreme Court of the United States was busy Monday handing
down some rather controversial decisions, one of which may stick in
the craw of members of a highly inuential American religious group.
The decision; of course, is that which cleared the way for a band of
American Nazis to march through Skokie, Illinois, a predominately
Jewish Chicago suburb.
The community of Skokie has spent the last year fighting leagal
battles to block demonstrations by the National Socialist Party of
Atnerica. Recently, Skokie officials requested that a planned June 25
rally by the Nazis be postponed pending consideration of the town's
formal appeal.
Without comment, Justice Warren Burger denied the request.
Lower courts had also ruled against the town.
The question here seems to be "Just how far does the first amendment's guarantee of freedom of spaech and assembly go?"
And that, of course, is why we have the United States Supreme
Court. But in this particular case, the decision to grant freedom of
speech to one group indirectly infringes upon the freedom of religion of
another group.
About ten per cent of Skokie residents are survivors of World War II
Nazi concentration camps. For them, the Nazis' march through their
community rekindles old hatreds, fears and memories of death and
suffering.
For them, the America they fled to after the war has somehow turned
against them.
And for them, their lives are once again visions of madness and
terror.
But the opposing argument prevailed; the Nazis will march.
And Skokie Jews may hide behind locked doors and bolted windews.

Media boost
The Supreme Court also ruled Monday that cross-ownership of
media in the same community may be banned by the Federal Communications Commission. Such cross-ownerships, however, will not be
retroactive.
As a result, a business which currently owns both a newspaper and a
television or radio station will not have to sell one interest or the other.
But future cross-ownerships will not be allowed.
The decision to allow the FCC to ban cross-ownership of media is a
victory for competitive journalism. Under cross-ownership, opposing
views are more likely to be stifled because one business of individual
owns several interests. With individual ownership of individual media,
the American press may liven up a bit.
Hard nosed journalistic competition has gotten a shot in the arm.

Live a cliche
Summertime is a time for cliches - baseball, hot dogs, swimming
and ice cream. But for many of us, it is also a time for autumn clichesbooks, studying and tests.
Summer school is usually calmer and slower paced than the regular
academic year. Let's keep it that way - let's get our work done, but
let's not get so involved in school that we forget it's summer. We'll
make time for the baseball and hot dogs.

LOBO edltofial phone 277-5656
LOBO Editorial Staff
Edltor~n-chlat: Dabble Levy
M.-nging Editor: Colloen Curran
News Editor: Ama Poole
Campus Editor: J.B. Skonandoro

Photo Editor! James Flahor
Sports Editor: Ed Johnson
Arts Editor: George Gasner
Copy Editors: Mike Hoeft, Paul Sdterr

Ad Manager: fftnk Saluar
EDITORIALS: u..igned editorials represent a majority Opinion of tha LOBO nditDrlal board.
AU other column•, cartoons, ..d letter• reprnent the oplnton of tho aUthor and do not
nacesurlly reflect the view• of the editor Sal board.
LETTERS: latter• to the editor mut;t by typed and lignad by the BUthor with tho m.~thor's'
a'unatur.,., t'lddreu and telephonct number. Letters to the editor ahould bo no longer than 300
wordll. Only·th,. nama nf 'dWII author will be printed ·and names wm not bo withheld. AH lattera
th•t dJICUSI luun will be printftd,
OPINIOPtiS: Opinion• must be typed 11nd signed with the author's name, tigrulture, Pddren
and telephone number. Opinion• lhould b6 no longer than 500 Wordi. only tho name of tho
author will be prlntod end namaa will not be withheld.
All submlnlc,.,. b!tcome the ptopertY of ihe New Maxlco Daliv LOBO and will be Mlltod
only fur length or poftlbly llbolOus cont:Gnt.l f changes aro miKie, the author wm bG contacted.

Horse sense

This sexist advertising perpetuates the constant struggle women are
faced with each .and every day.
How can we hope for social change, when people like you can be
responsible and won't take the initiative?
I .hope that you won't continue this disgusting exploitation - it's
such a goddamned disappointment.
Brooke Boroughs

~ Editorial
:;
·~

Ad exploitation

proud•

. ,.._

parents

'

By J.B. Skenandore

It'~ student demonstratin time again in California, but it seems the
med1a_ has been .m.issing or neglecting a story which involves the issue
of soc1al responsibility.
P: group oJ University of California students has organized Campus!)s
Un~ted . Agamst . Apa.rtheid (CUAA) -to protest the investment of
Un~vers1ty of _CahfC?rma endowment and pension funds in corporations
wh1ch do busmess 1n the Republic of South Africa.
~pa.rtheid is the white minority policy of strict segregation and explOitation of black majority population.
Peaceful statewide demonstrations and rallies were held last week on·
UC cam.puses .. to demand that the regents divest any interests in
corporations wh1ch do busmess in South Africa.
The regen~s narrowly rejected a proposal to create a council to advise
them tl)e soc1al aspects of their investments.
.
I ~o illot think th~s committee is necessary, because 1expPo:;t that the
regents of any un1versity would know more about business than the
students.
Bu~ the students should have input into investment decisions when
quest1ons such as this arise.
. Divestiture of South African investment;s by colleges and universities
IS a respons1.bl~ and effective way to tell the South African government
that apartheid 1s not acceptable to many Americans.

Tom ~"ch\c\1

\

DOONESBURY

Ruffled feathers

Sundresses, jeans, slacks,
knit tops, short sets. Come
browse awhile & try our
our special fit. Sizes 8-20

2508 San Mateo NE
(between I-40 and Menaul)

266-1688

Editor:

Editor:
I've read a lot of letters to the editor in the LOBO, and many ofthem
have ruffled my feathers or boxed my ears, but none of them has ever
been so uninformed or insulting as that of Charles Williamson, run in
the June 8 LOBO entitled "Nuclear Safety."
I find it offensive that anyone should take such a condescending
attitude towards those who disagree with them as does Mr. Williamson, as when he refers to those of us who oppose the development of
nuclear power as "non-technical people." Mr. Williamson, with a
bachelor's degree in civil engineering and involved in the nuclear
engineering program here at UN M is certainly a technical person. He
also has a vested interest in seeing the nuclear energy industry prosper.
In Mr. Williamson's defense of nuclear power, he ignores one of the
main problems we see with nuclear energy - that is, the magnitude of
the disaster should the safety systems at a nuclear plant fail. He admits
that through a "fatal error," or "an act of God," a bridge that an
engineer might construct could collapse. I guess that means a nuclear
plant might fail too - no matter how conservatively it was designed
and built. I believe this argument is rational. However, Mr. Williamson
has concluded that it exhibits a "lack of reasoning."
Engin!Jers like Mr: Williamson are often convinced that only with
educations like their own can our energy problems be solved. I guess
this accounts for their attitude toward the rest of us if we stick our
hands in what they have claimed for their own pie. It also accounts for
the trust they put in nuclear power, which certainly does take a college
education in engineering to work with.
I think they fail to understand that the complexity of nuclear power is
itself one of the main problems we non-technical people see with its
use. To be educated enough about nuclear power to make truly
educated decisions on nuclear power is to have devoted so much of
one's life to it that unbiased decisions are impossible.
Worst of all, however, is Mr. Williamson's "comment concerning the
nuclear prophets of doom." That he should describe a situation
wherein a substantial portion of our energy need is provided by solar
energy as "the magic wand energy scenario" displays a contempt for
simple solutions unfortuna-tely common to his breed and an ignorance
few men of any profession could boast. I don't know what Mr.
Williamson means by "uncertain technologies (which won't design),"
but if he is implying that solar energy is not feasible, he is dead wrong.
There are more than a dozen successful solar heated buildings in New
Mexico today - many, many more if partly-heated buildings or unsuccessful designs are counted. The solar designs are fast becoming
cost-effective and are so often simple enough for anybody - even a
history major like me- to understand.
,It is encouraging to see that solar energy has shown itself a strong
enough rival to the atomic monster to incite the defensive attitude
nuclear engineer Williamson displays; until recently, engineers ignored
solar energy - to their detriment, and to ours.
I hope the public will begin to think for itself, and avoid the brainwashing of career-hungry engineers like Mr. Williamson.
NO NUKES IS NUKES!
Eirik Johnson
Member, New Mexico Solar Energy Association

... in action

BEAT THE HEAT

~f\\LY ~0

Letters

TALLS

ti!BU•. lieAR, I PJOU/.IJN'T "R=;;r;l
MAI<E 7lJO MUCJI OF 7HAT.
Y{)() see, TIP'S A llei<Y
POPli/.AR, MIIN, ANO
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7HING5FOR

Solar technologies offer the potential of eliminating many of the
causes of war itself. Water recycling greenhouses, solar pumps, solar
ovens can solve world starvation and free people's time for education.
Re~lacement of the money economy with the solar economy will have
an Impact as strong as the industrial revolution.
But we must ask, "Will we see this sun-bright future when air-born
nuclear waste from nuclear weapons promises the destruction of
mammal genetics?"
No longer ar~ we just citizens of a nation or state, we are citizens of
pla~et earth. It 1s_ true, the governments of Russia, China, India and the
Umted States will never get rid of nuclear weapons - nuclear disarmam~nt mus~ come from the people. There is no better place to start
t~an 1n the birthplace of nuclear technology ... giving the world a nonVIolent example.
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OUTRAGEOUS

GENERAL STORE
111 Harvard S.E. 8117 Menaul N.E.

Slow Food*
~ ~~,
CARRARO'$.
-

Enjoy our
relaxed atmosphere.

. .·

We now offer outside
dining on our
redwood deck

.

•,

..

.

-

,...

Bring a date and
dine sumptuously q.t
reasonable prices.
Sun-Thur: 11 am to midnight
Fri and Sat: 11 am to 1 am

JllST LETS
P/fOPI£ !Q/ll<.

5.99

·

Popejoy

108 Vassar SE
Johnson gym

*We are proud to say that our reputation
for maki~g delicious New York style pizzas denves from our policy not to
sacrifice quality-- or quantity. Our dough
is handmade daily, tossed and han~spread for each pizza, topped with the
fmest mozzarella for the best cheese
flavor and then crowned with fresh
ingredients. It may take a little longer tor
a Carraro's pizza, but it's worth the wait!

Tennis Courts

AU. OVeR

HIM,eH?

\

Central Ave.

Quality for free

Shell Station

*

Carrara's

Editor:

Stop ·in for lunch and you'll be back.for dinner!

The Poetry Series has been one of the most intellectually stimulating
and aesthetically pleasing experiences I have enjoyed free of charge at
UNM (while an undergraduate.) I hope that others (students, faculty,
etc.) have felt the same way and will continue their support.
So few quality things are free anymore - let's keep it that way.
Cheryl Mclean

by Garry Trudeau

We deliver citywide

'268·2300

.•

Staff appointees named

Bike thefts continue

i

A Pennsylvania State University
instructor has been appointed an
assistant professor of anthropology
atUNM .
Robert Steven Santley, who
received his Ph.D. from Pennsylvania State last year, will begin
teaching at UNM in August. liis
fields of special teaching and
research
interest
include
Mesoamerican and Near Eastern
archaeology.
·santley has done field research
on cultural ecology in the Basin of
Mexico and studied pre-Hispanic
settlement patterns in the
Cuauhtitlan region of Mexico.
In 197 6 he presented papers on
his research to the International
Congress of Americanists in Paris
and the annual meeting of the
Society for America~{' Archaeology
in St. Louis. Last year he presented
a paper at the annnual meeiing of'
the American Anthropological
Associatio.n in Houston.

By MARC MERVIS

contin~es

Bicycle theft
to be a costly problem to those who ride to
..., UNM. .
.?:t
Fourteen bikes with an assessed value of $1430 have been reported
·; stolen to campus police this month through June 12.
Q
With more than half a month remaining, only five fewer bicycles .
have been reported stolen than the total of 19 valued at $2.785 for the
~ entire month of May.
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SWeet Tooth
100 vatletles of candy Including
natutal candles, .nuts and gum.
Penny candy still available!

***

Scott Allen Noll has joined the
faculty of UNM's department of
economics as a research assistant
professor. .
A member of the national
honorary society for the 'sociit'l
sciences, Noll graduated magna
cum laude from Colorado College
in associate with UNM's department of economics. Most of hls
work concerns the economics of
natural resources. · He has
speciallized in the sutdy of solar
systems.
His past projects include a
presentation to the White House
energy staff entitled "Prospects for
Solar Energy; The Impact of the
National Energy Plan." He has
p~esented papers to the Third
Annual Conference of the Solar
Energy Society of Canada in
Edmonton, Alberta, and to the
Solar Energy Barriers and
Incentives Workshop at the
University of Houston. He was a
member of a team which prepared a
report, called "The Economics of

Noon
Buffet
Enjoy all th.: pizza and

salad you can at ·
for only $1.19
Monday thru Friday
from 11 :00 am to 2:00pm

WITii

Children under 12: age x 15¢

Plzzalnn®
((WCve got a feeling
you're gonna like uS:~
1240 Wyoming Blvd. NE
5555 Montgomery NE
3040 Juan TaboNE

***

. Ellizabeth Ellen Robertson has
been named as a reference librarian
at the UNM General Library, said
UNM Library Dean Paul Vassallo.
Robertson, who will begin her
duties July 1, did both her undergraduate and graduate work at
the University of California,
Berkeley.
Previously, she was employed as
resource manager at the American
Indian Law Center, UNM School
of Law, where she was also editor
of the "American Indian Law
Newsletter."

***

Residence hall directors have
been newly appointed for Hokona,
Coronado and Alvarado Halls.
Hokona Hall will be directed by
Charles T. Dunlap. Dunlap comes
to UNM from graduate studies at
New Mexico State University where
he served as the head resident of
Garcia Hall. He holds bachelor's
degrees in police science and
history. Dunlap will also serve as a
member of the dean of students
staff.
Paul K. Woods will be the
residence hall director for
Coronado and Alvarado Halls.
Woods comes to UNM from a
program of graduate studies at
Ohio State University. He served as
a residence hall director most
recently at Ohio Wesleyan.
Woods holds a bachelor's degree
in secondary education from
Clarion State College and a
master's degree in student personnel from Ohio State. Woods will
also serve as a member of the dean
of students staff.

***

296-0588
881-1081
298-6868

TEACHERS • • • •
REQUIRED READING
We offer the latest and best in practical instruction techniques, games, aids, and activities
for today's classroom.
Stop in today and see the wide selection of practical how-to books for the working teacher,
on subjects like:

........

Solar Home Heating," for the
Joint Economic Committee of
Congress.
He is presently being funded by
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
to complete a project in the
department of economics at UNM
entitled "Analysis of Passive Solar.
Systems."

• Art Education
• Games, Activities and Skills for the
classroom
• Idea books for helping the exceptional and
the slow child
• Sports and Coaching Ideas from the nation's
outstanding coaches
• Structuring 'and Scheduling the classroom
• Progressive handbooks for a humanistic
approach to math, science, reading and
language skills
• Music, Dance, Hvmor
and much more! Come in and browse.

U~m

BOOKSTORE

Judy Pence has been named
assistant head of the special
collections department at the UNM
General Library, said UNM
Library Dean Paul Vassallo.
A graduate of Earlham College
in Richmond, Ind., she also studied
at the University of the Andes in
Bogota, Colombia, and received
her graduate library degree from
Indiana University.
Pence was formerly a librarian at
the Hebrew Union College in
Cincinnati, Ohio. She is a member
of the American
Library
continued on page 12

The University of New Mexico School of Medicine has been awarded
a $681,034 grant from the W.K. Kellogg Foundation of Battle Creek,
Mich., to design a medical school curriculum aimed at training primary
care physicians to work in rural areas.
The program was developed by the Curriculum for Primary Care
committee of the medical school, headed by Dr. S. Scott Obenshain,
assistant dean for undergraduate medical education; Dr. Arthur
Kaufman, and Dr. J. Dayton Voorhees, both assistant professors in the
Agora 'is beginning summer
department of family, community and emergency medicine.
training for volunteers June 19 at 7
"We wanted to develop a curriculum that would be significantly
p.m. in Ortega Hall, room 147 .
different form traditional medical education," Obenshain said. "The
curriculum will deal exclusively with clinical problems and will offer
students an opportunity to spend significant portions of their medical
education in rural New Mexico."
Students will send the first nine months learning the basic clinical
skills necessary for patient care. Students will than be required to move
to a rural area of the state where they will spend up to six months
working with primary care physicians. They 1will then return to the
The Rio Grande Writers
UNM
School of Medicine for advanced clinical science as well as
Association and the Coffeehouse ·
continue
their clinical exposure by actually working with patients.
will present four poets reading from
The last I:S months of this new curriculum will be in advanced clinical
their work . June 17 for Black
training including a minimum of three months in rural sub-internship,
Heritage Night during the
possibly back in the same rural area where a student receiv.ed his initial
Downtown
Saturday
Night
training.
celebration. Visiting poet Michael
Ford and local poets Doris
Holbrook, Jim Ruppert and Terry
NEW PIONEER RECEIVER
Boren will reaC! from 7-9 p.m.
AUDIO·TECHNICA
followed by an open reading hour.

Blood
Plastna
Donor Center
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

:~;~~~$699

.:.~<-;:,-~~t~~':-,

SX-1280 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
with plenty of power and pro
features. GET IT!

~-·~-~')~

.............,.•."ll'li'~~~;i;;~~~
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AmERICA ON FILm
American Studies 301

Reflections o.nd Reconstructions of
Americo.n culture, vo.lues o.nd o.ttitudes
o.s seen in mo.jor Hoii.Ywood movies
of the 1930's o.nd 40's.

ffiON. & WED.
SHIBATA

_.

LEGEND 10 Speaker feature:, a

$4g95 2

The new development thai extends your ~_J/'
resppnse. Dual lvlagnet AT912SA Pro

quality Improve your sounds.

6:30 Pm

It

liililiillr.IJ!Si...

hudge 12" woofer for ~werful
j:CI

sounds! Hear''· TODAY.

~ t;;,.~ss$179 ~

Good Business dictates we
DiiASTICALLY REDUCE our
MULTI-MIW9N DDWR STOCK
prior lo taking our year end
inventory. Eve!Y1hing is Up for
Grabs, at
Price!

The UNM Pre-health Science
Club will meet today at 7 p.m. in
Mitchell Hall, room 122. The
MCAT review, guest speakers for
the summer and other business will
be discussed.

The New Mexico Wheelmen
scheduJe bicycle rides every Sunday
morning at 8 a.m. from June 1
through Sept. 30. There is a two·
hour slow-paced ride and a four
hour ride for more experienced
riders. For further information call
the wheelrnen during regular weekday business hours.

"Nutrition" will be the topic of
discussion Wednesday, June 28 at a
pot luck dinner at 7:30 p.m. at the
Southwest Maternity Center, 504
Luna NW. The dinner is open
especially to new mothers and those
in the early months of pregnancy.

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

'.::· ~"•"·'"''''

Fall1978

New Coutse

CAMPUS BRIEFS

The Budget System! San sui AU1171ntegrated
Amp, Sansul SR222 Belt Drive turntable with
AT910 Cartridge and ECI Profile 420, 2.·way
Speakers.

UnbelieYoble! Pioneer SX450 AM/FM Stereo
Receiver, BIC 940X Full Auto Turntable and
ECI Spectrum 2001, 2-way Speakers.

ONKYO, TECHNICS, ECI
SYSTEM ONLY $30.71 MO.

SANSUI, DUAL, ECI SYSTEM
ONLY $22.81 MO.

$579

$729
N.A.V.
$1059.00

Fantastic Sa\lings! Technics SA5370 AM/FM
Stereo Receiv~r, Technics Sl23 Belt Drive
Turntable with ME9090Shure Cartridge, and
ECI Profile 640, 3·way Speakers.

The Spanish department is introducing three new courses this
summer for native speakers and
bilingual teachers: Advanced
Grammar, Advanced Composition
and Literature for Bilingual
Readers. Contact Sam Guyler for
more information.

Women
Studies
Student
Assodation will meet Tuesday,
June 27 at noon in the Women's
Center. All interested in Women's
Studies are invited to attend.

Beginning Fortran IV Engr-G
120 is available this summer. It has
not been cancelled
just
rescheduled to call number 5750Dept. 280- Course 120- Sect. 002MTWTF 9:30..11:00 FEC 355.

PIONEER, CV, BIG
ONLY $69.73 MO.

QO@

$1899'.
N.A.V.

.

5003·5005 Menaul Blvq.
262-0858
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Bluegrass buffs' treat
planned in Santa·Fe
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Very fine European

.

.

Indonesian Food
featuring Classical Music
Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday evenings

By J.B. SKENANDORE

Blake, who recorded seven
albums, has also toured with Kris
Kristoffer son and ·John Hartford,
as well as appearing on Bob Dylan's
"Nashville Skyline'' album, she
said.

Bluegrass fans will be in for a
rare treat Friday night when
Norman Blake and New. Grass
Revival step onstage at the Paulo
Soleri Amphitheater in Santa Fe.
Ronnie Lundy, who helped set up
the show, said Blake is known for
. his flat-pick guitar style and 'his
ability to write tunes which capture
the classical, old-style sound Of
bluegrass.
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music is the "definition" of
progressive bluegrass music.
The Paulo Soleri Amphitheater is
located on the campus of the
Institute of American Indian Arts
(IAIA) in Santa Fe.

opens up next Monday wjth mens
and womens basketball starting.
Entries are due tomorrow Friday,
June 16 at the managers meeting in
Room 129 of Johnson Gym at
12:00 noon.
The pr&gram is open to all
""!!"~th~e-n,_s_a_d~y-o-u-.th-,-a-nd~sh~i~ne""!"_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....;;.;.;,;-.;.o.:.;;;;., summer school students, faculty

Lundy described New Grass
The stage is designed to appear as
Revival's music ns jazz-rock in- a natural southwestern rock forfluenced
interpretations
of 'ination, and the open-air ambluegrass classics. Bluegrass phitheater provides good acoustics.
Unlimited magazine said the band's

Go sacrifice to Fame
Put youth, joy, health upon the shrine
And life to jan the flame
Being for seeming bravely barter
And die to Fame a happy martyr.
-Ralph Emerson_
It took Boston Celtic star John Havlicek an NBA season to say
goodbye.
With a little bit of youth and shine now sacrificed to the sport of
basketball, where will "Hondo" go?
It's like that in athletics. Athletes go from playgrounds to high school
to college to wherever. Seems like there's always somewhere else to go.
But playgrounds, gymnasiums and streets are still filled with kids
acting out their fantasies of being the world's next "Dr J.", Tom
Seaver, or Nancy Lopez.
Maybe someone should tell them, before they get themselves involved, that the athletic world has only a few people who are in it for
the "sport" of it.
Maybe someone should tell them, before they become so skilled that
sports is all they think about, that it is too easy to fail and very difficult
to become a happy martyr.
When the laughing stops, so does the sport of it.
When coaches and athletes hold their clinics, they should include
among• their X's and O'x, some laughter.
And they should say that only the very best can say goodbye for a full
season.

It has been used before as a music
stage, notably for benefit concerts
by Jerry Jeff Walker and Buffy
.Sainte-Marie.

Astrono·mer. opens
lecture series
.

The opportunity to hear some
good music on a warm New Mexico
night with the stars shining
Science fiction should be read by all astronomers, Dr. Michael Zeilik, overhead in this beautiful setting is
assistant professor of astronomy said.
something not to be mssed.
Zeilik said, "I philosophically believe that astronomers should read
Tickets are being sold at Natural
science fiction to prevent them from getting too narrow-minded."
Sounds Records in Albuquerque.

Norman

B~ake

Zeilik will be giving a talk Monday, June 19 in the New Mexico Union
Ballroom at 8 p.m.
His lecture will be the first in the summer series "Lectures Under the
Stars."

FRIDAY JUNE 16, 1978.

8:00PM

•

u
Entries
Are
Due
The summer intramural schedule

Soleri Amphitheatre
Institute of American Indian Arts - Santa Fe
TICKETS AT

THE CANQYMAN THE GENERAL STORE
SANTAFE
ALBUQUERQUE
5.50advance 6.50at the door

ct-Bouktwck dJ?.oJuchon9

Five of the seven lectures will be held at night on the central mall with no
admission charge.
·
· astronomy when he was m
.
Z e1'l'k
1 sru'd h e began h'Js stu d y mterest
m
grammar school. He checked out a book about constellations and in junior
. h h e b m'It h'1mseIf ate1escape.
h1g
Later, it was on to Princeton, where he majored in physics "with the
intent to go into astro-physics," he said. In 1975, he received his doctorate
from Hafvard.
Zeilik is the author of" Astronomy: The Evolving University" and will
be out with the second edition of that book in January.
He said, "Science fiction is definitly my junk food. I'm just a sci-fi
junkie."
·

Grants available
Six master's degree and two
doctoral degree assistantships in
adaptive physical education are
available th~ough the Universit~ of
New
d t'Mex1co
d health,
t' phys1cal
(HPER)
· ed ucatJon tan i'ecrea JOn
epar
. d s 'dl
D r. men
A rmon
e1 er, d'1rector o f
HPER graduate study, said the
eight assistantships are available to
minority students under a grant
from the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare.
Students
who
receive a the
assistantships will receive a stipend
of $3600 for pre-master's study and
$3800 for post-master's study plus
tuition.

But talented

Lobos Young
By MARK SMITH
',,
!I

Contest held

Popejoy Hall

it

Name the cub

Summer Events
Civic Light Opera

I'

The new bear cub at the Rio
Grande Zoo doesn't have a name
yet, so a contest is being held to
pick one. ,

presents

-A FIDDLER
ON THE ROOF
•

June 9, 10, 16, 17, 23, 24-8:15 p.m.
June 11, 18, 25- 2:15p.m.
Tickets - Evenings - $6.50, 5.00, 3.50
Matinees- $6.00, 4.50, 3.00
UNM summer students- $1.00 discount

CHILDRENS THEATRE

The winner of the contebt will get
to be zoo director for a day, and
will attend a luncheon with Mayor
David Rusk and Zoo Director John
A. Moore.
Entrees to name the bear, which
is a male, are due by June 30. They
should include your own name,
address and telephone number as
well as the name you are submitting
forthecub.

Athletes
Also
Scholars

The entrees should be sent to City
· Hall or to the Rio Grande Zoo, 903
Tenth S.W. 87102.

PRESENTS
'

.

WINNIE THE POOH
Sat & Sun, July 8 & 9- 1:30 & 3:30p.m.
Tickets - Advance - $1.50
At the door- $2.00
coming in August

Civic Light Opera
production of

IDO, IDO
for information- Tel. 277-3121

,~~~~~~~~~~
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Billa

i;air mesigns
closest

Sebring Hair Design
.Centre to UNM

offers $2.00 OFF
regular price on all
cuts June 15, 16, 17

by appt. only
255-3279

It was like a teeter-totter ride for
the New Mexico baseball team this
past season, having moments of
glory, followed by times of disaster.
The season opened with promise,
as the Lobos were young but
talented. Coach Vince Cappelli said
at the outset of the year, "I'm very
excited about the team's chances.
We have depth at all infield and
outfield positions, and some strong
hitting. The pitching staff will pose
our main problem, as they are very
young."
With that early season ,quote
Cappelli hit the nail on the head.
The hitting has been abunaant all
year for the 'Pack, but the pitching
has been a nightmare. Lobo hurlers
have let up 5.5 runs a game this
year, and have an ORA of almost
10.0 in WAC play. UNM shocked
the nations 2nd placed team, the
Arizona State Devils for ASU's
only WAC loss of the year 9-5.
Utep was UNM's last stop of the
season, but an additional stop was
made on the way to El Paso. The

with coupon
2914 Central

I·I
I

I'
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Not only does Lobo Robert
Rumbaugh have the muscle to
dissuade anyone from labeling him
as "just another dumb football
player," he has the grade point
average to back it up.
The 6-3, 228 pound defensive
tackle earned an impressive 3.8
grade-point average in electrical
engineering.
Rumbaugh, who will be a serior
this fall, was academic allAmerican after last season and has
been named to the WAC allacademic team twice as well as an
honorable mention once.
Other WAC scholar athletes
included Arizona's nose guard Jon
Abbott, who earned a 3.9 grade
point as a ore-med student.

Lobo vans broke down, postponing
the first game of the series, then the
Lobos blasted the Miners in a
double header the next day.
So ends the season. Final record:
31-24, 5-12in the WAC.
Highlights for UNM on the
season included Danny Muth, a
junior pitcher, who made the AllAcademic WAC team.
Aaron Cain made the All-WAC
team in his junior year. He was
UNM' s best all around player and
batted .358.
Duffy Ryan, only a freshman,
threatened the .400 mark all year,
and ended up batting .394.
The season had many ups and
downs, but with a young team
UNM baseball looks very
promising next year.

NBA·

The big man walked out of the·
gymnasium at the slow but steady
pace that has become a Wil Smiley
trademark.
"Naw," he began, "I don't
know what happened. I just didn't
get drafted. I heard all the talk of
the scouts and that's all."
The 6-10 Smiley was not selected
in last week's NBA draft, but three
other Lobos, Marvin "Automatic"
Johnson, Michael Cooper and
Willie·Howard, were all among the
names called out during the annual
meeting.
Johnson was drafted in the
second round by the Chicago Bulls.
Smiley was thought to have
impressed the New Orleans Jazz.
The Jazz, however, did develop a
liking toward Howard and drafted
him in the seventh round.
Flashy Cooper will return to his
own back yard and try to make the
Los Angeles Lakers squad.
And as for "The Eraser" Smiley
he just shrugged his shoulders.

and staff.
Mens and womens tennis entries
are due by Tuesday June 20 in
Room 230 of Johnson Gym and the
participants meeting is Thursday,
June 22 at noon in Room 120.
Cmhpetition will begin in the
tourney on Friday June 23.
Depending on entries the tournament will be divided into
beginning, intermediate and advanced.
p

cllenberger
G e t s Ra ISe
•
Norm
Ellenberger,
UNM
basketball coach, can now add to
his already flashy wardrobe after
having'received less than $4,000
to his salary.
Ellenberger's $35,000 salary
makes him the highest paid person
in the Lobo athletic department.
Linda Estes, the womens athletic
director is the highest paid woman
with a $22,952 salary.
Football coach Bill Mondt, who
had the highest salary last year with
$31,238, is now the third highest at
32,750, behind Ellenberger and
Lavon MacDonald,
the men's
athlectic director,_ salary of 33,200.

If you have children and will be attending classes or working at
UNM this summer, THE UNM CHILD CARE CO·
OPERATIVE invites your child to spend the summer with us .
Programs are offered during the summer semester for ages 19
months thru elementary.

CHILD
CARE
For further information about our child centered program, call
us at 277-3365 or come by 1058 Mesa Vista Hall.
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RACKETS- BALLS,
STRINGING
CLOTHING

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW
MEXICO, IN THE STUDENT
UNION BUILDING,

FOR
TENNIS
SOCCER
RUNNING
AND ALL
RACKET SPORTS
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Summer t 978 Series

June 19 "Star Birth and Death: Dust to Dust"
Dr. Michael Zeilik, II
New Mexico Union Ballroom 8 p.m.
There is no admission charge. The general
public is invited.
Coordinated by the Student Activities Center,
a division of the Dean of Students Office.

z~

~
~

"'

Lee
Conner
and
Lorn
MacDougal,
dancers,
choreographers and instructors at
UNM, will present an evening of
their duo and solo repertory June
16, at 8 p;m., in Rodey Theatre in
the UNM Fine Arts Center.

The couple, who moved to
Albuquerque from New York City
in 1976, will present two premieres
in addition to five works from their
existing repertory.

presents

~

~e~on

'\~

"Lee Conner and Lorn
MacDougal share an obsessional
thirst for movement that gives an
exciting diversity to their

Concert set
Jeffrey Piper, a University of
New Mexico music instructor, will
perform in a recital of turn-of-thecentury cornet solos tonight at 8:15
p.m. in Keller Hall in the Fine Arts
Center.
Piper will be assisted by trumpet
players Kenny Anderson, Ron
Lipka and Rudi Harper of the New
Mexico Symphony Orchestra. Rita
Angel will accompany him on the
piano.
The concert will feature works by
American composers Herbert L.
Clarke, Herman Bellstadt and Jean
Baptist Arban.

'

Remington loaned

Couple to pJesent
solo, duo works

Lecture Under The Stars

UNM
exhibits
"Sandwiches" and other recent
work including a limited edition
portfoilio, Landscapes Behind the
Fig Lea}; by J. Frederick Laval,
continues through June 22. Jonson
Gallery, open noon to 6 p.m. daily
except Mondays.

***

The Art Museum, Fine Arts
Center - upper gallery, "Spanish
Colonial Paintings, New Mexico
Santos and Bultos," continues
through July 30.

Summer series
new c:reative public:ation
of literary and artistic: c:onc:epts

to be in Keller
UNM's music department will
sponsor a summer series of concerts
in Keller Hall which wlll feature
guest artists and UNM faculty
members.
All performances will be at 8: 15
p.m. in Keller Hall, located in the
Fine Arts Center and no admission
will be charged.
The summer schedule includes:
June 15 - Jeff Piper, UNM
faculty, trumpet
June 19 - Frank Bowen, UNM,
flute
June 20 - Guest artists from the
Santa Fe Opera
June 27 - Guest artist Ann
Eisfeller, harp
July 5 - Floyd Williams, UNM,
clarinet
July II - Pamela Levy, artist in
residence at Mercer University,
Georgia
July 18- Ceci Whitlow, soprano,
Rita Angel, piano
July 25 - Dorenda Morse and
Margaret Wright, four hands for
piano

on sale
$2.00

REO Speedwagon has been one
of the biggest names in the midwest
for nearly a decade, but have not
been able to break it big across the
country-but just wait.
With the release of their eighth
album, "You Can Tune a Piano,
But You Can't Tuna Fish," REO
wil,l finally hit the big time.
The album is a combination of
energertic rockers and tremendously well crafted ballads. The
vocals are smooth, as Kevin Cronin
is at his best ever, and the guitar
hooks are exceptional, behind Gary
Richrath lead.
The songs, although not lyrically
beautiful, are musically masterful.
The striking cover and catchy
name, along with an extensive tour
will bring the LP into the public's
eye.
The first single released off the
album is called "Roll With the
Changes." The song is a catchy
uptempo tune which is climbing up
the charts. It should make way for
the release of the best cut on the
LP- "Time For Me To Fly." If this
song is released it should hit top 10
on the AM charts and turn into an
FM classic as well.
REO's last album (Live) was
their first to go gold; but that will
be no comparison to the sales that
the new work should accumulate.
The album should be no less than
double platinum.
This is easily the best piece of
music I have heard this year, and
will finally give a big break to one
of the most deserving bands in the
land.
REO has kept their music the
same since their first album (unlike
other groups who couldn't hit it
big), and as the new LP sells so
should some of their old ones.
REO Speedwagon by the end of
the year will be one of the biggest
Rock and Roll bands in America.

bananas
Take The Money
w--....

~acDCft thcMANWHD
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KNEW TOO MUGU
June 21-22
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Man: 7:30
Foreign:
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Correspondent
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Dinner

~---

6:30-9:00
8:00-8:30
11:30-1:00
4:30-6:00

82.00
81.00
8 2.25
82.25

Come dine with us
and £xperience our
full line menu
served daily.

LaPc§:ds ·
Dining Servlee

Russell's "Buffalo Hunt (shown above) may be seen in the Keynote Exhibit of the New
Mexico Arts and Crafts Fair featuring Western art of Frederic Remington and Charles M.
Russell. The works, on loan from the Amon Carter Museum of Ft. Worth, may be seen in the
Agricultural Building of the State Fairgrounds from June 23-25 in Albuquerque.

By MARK SMITH

And Run
Jun• 1s.11
Money: (Sut Mut 1:4.'5)

In Marron Hall Room 131
UNM Bookstore and
the Mercado

Breakfast
Continental

REO Speedwagon/ You Can Tune
A Piano, But You Can't Tunafish/
JE35082

2108 CENTRALS
WVE and DEATH

6:45
Uunona's: (Sat Mat 3:25) 8:
"!!'!D"ath: (Sal Mal5:00) 10:00

Open 8 hrs./day
Mon.-Fri.

Tunafish
'masterful'

~DON

''

It's the place to go on campus for
a variety of full course meals, all
you can eat at one price.

Daniel Nagrin which MacDougal
' acquired through the partial
assistance of the New Mexico Arts
Commission and the National
Endowment for the Arts.
·
The program will present a
premiere of "Fanfarinette," a
brisk, .
game-like
duet
Tickeis are $3 for the public and
choreographed by Conner with a $2 for UNM staff, students and
vocal score improvised by the senior citizens. Tickets. may be
dancers. Also to premiere will be purchased a week in advance at the
"Santos," a solo performed by UNM Fine Arts Box Office.
MacDougal based on imagery from
the devotional poetry of San Juan
Of their work, Leroy Perkins of
dela Cruz.
the Southwestern Arts Quarterly
Artspace, wrote, "For Conner and
Other works will include "Azteca MacDougal,. movement is full of
Ballroom," which is performed to idens, and · their performances
songs by Merle Haggard and Dolly proved that dance can be both as
Parton, "Under It," a duet, and explicit and as richly suggestive as
"Spanish .Dance," a 1949 classic by the spoken performing arts."

***'

UNM~s

LA POSADA.

programs ... it is stylish, exciting and
rewarding," wrote Don McDonagh
of the New York Times.

The Art Museum, Fine Arts
center - lower gallery "Paintings,
Drawings and Photographs Done in
New Mexico," continues through
July 30.

The first f!dition of

When you're hungry and want a
good hearty meal, you want to go to

I

'I
:t

\I
i

i

The 17th Annual New Mexico
Arts and Crafts Fair will feature the
Keynote Exhibit of Western Art.
i,ncluding works of Frederic
Remington and Charles M. Russell.
The pieces are ·an loan from the
Amon Carter Museum of Ft.
Worth and will be on display in the
Agricultural Building of the state
fairgrounds where the art fair will
be held June23-25.
Keynote chairwoman Shirley
Saavedra said, "Traditionally, the
Keynote brings outstanding arts
and crafts to the state from around
the country to afford New
Mexicans the opportunity to share
in our nation's wealth of history
and beauty." Both Remington and
Russell were pioneers in the field of
western art. Remington, who died
in 1~9, cast bronze sculptures,
produced numerous drawings and
paintings, wrote over 90 magazine
·articles and eight books and
provided illustrations for hundreds
of publications. He is considered an
interpreter of the West.
Russell, the "cowboy artist,"
drew his material from his own
adventures including trips through
the western wilderness, jobs herding sheep, work as a range cowboy
and the year he spent with the
Canadian Indians.
Russell works included in the
Keynote are: "Painting the Town,"
"Buffallo Hunt," "Spirit of
Winter" and "The Range Father,"
all bronze sculptures, and
paintings,

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

Summer Clearance
on Stereo
Items marked
down through·
out the store.

Only a few of these left!

20 watts/ch
was

21995
now

1699·5 ·

JRS-100 closeouts

New models are in!
35 watts/ch
was

_?ggss

249
Instant financing up to
$75QOO
with approved credit card

95

COMPONENf ENSEMBLE

Brand New
Super Buys!

Speaker
Specials

Turntable
Specials
Garrard 440M
Garrard GT-10
Micro Seiki 10
BIC940
Micro Selki
Dual502
Dual1241

c.\D PIONEER
CE-~

now
JRS-200

..

Amplifier
Tuner
Speakers
Cartridge
Headphones:
Get it
Together

64•S
849S
99..
1299S
14995
159••
189••

Direct Disc records
up to

See (and hear) our
new equalizer

Audition ADS Speakers
For those who
insist on the
very
best
Lux Audio

complete

cassette decks
out perform
all others in
their price

14995
109;5

ss••

39 95
59••
149••

Now

18995

3Q0foon

11.995

49995

category.

gg;s

Avid 102
Avid 103
RTR12V
Ultra Lin.
Prec. A co us.
Prec. Acous.
Bozak 250

List 805° 0
Now

,A-103

Quasar
TV

close
outs
Save!
Of
course
we service
what
we sell

TE.P.LC~J
The leader, Always has been.
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continued from page 6

Association, the New Mexico
Library Association and the Southwest Library Association.

***
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Summer··
LOBO
Classified
Advertising
10& per word

:
:
••
•
:

•:

ROOMY ONE B_R FURNISHED apartmeilt, Utilities
paid. $185_.00/mo, 116 Harvard SE. Caii34S-2627.

06/15

Okies

ROOMMATE BEAUTIFUL HOU£E in south
Corrales. Non~smoker, quiet, studious, $150.00. 898·

7796,

06/15

ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2 bdrm apartment. ':'our
half $112.50. Util. included. Two blocks UNM. July ·

1s't. 265-4933.

'

06/15

AVAILABLE JUNE 1Sth- one block from campus,
Three bedroom furnished apt; off-street parking and
good storage; $225.00 month plus utilities. 293-5602.

'

Presents
Foot Long
Hot Dogs

.35c

06/15

ROOMATE WANTED. THREE bedroom house,
yard, carpets, fireplace, animals, $86.00 ~Ills. utilities,
Day call Dusty 842·3049, Paul25S-4078, Night 247·

A new assistant dean of students •
Marron Hall131
e 9780, .
06/22
at UNM has been named.
•
8:30a.m. to 4:oop.m. • BIKE TO CLASS. Super 3~bdrm, prJvately fenced,
Gary Golden will assume the
children $170.00. 262.~1751, Valley Rentals. 530 fee.
•
06/15
••••• :
position July I. He is presently the : . . . . . . .
THREE
BLKS
TO
UNM.
Fully
carpeted
1-bdrm,
assistant dean of students at the 1. PERSONALS
fenced yard $70, utilities paid. 262·17S1. Valley
State University College at BrockRentals, S30 fee,
06/IS
W ;\NT TO VOLUNTEER your spare time? Agora is
port,N.Y.
MONEY MISER RELAX. 2large bdnn shaded yard
beginning summer training June 19 at 7:00 pm hi
06/15
06/19 sioo. 262-1751, Valley Rentals,$ 0 fee,
His duties will include being Ortega HaU, room 147.
FINELY FURNISHED FOU -ROOM home on
FREE
FOUR
BEAUTIFUL
K!TrENS.
Call
243·
advisor to the fraternities and the
4102,
06/29 Girard $135 utilities paid. 262~17!11, Valley Rentals 1
legislative branch of the student PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, lD photos. Lowest $30 fee,
06/ll
government at UNM. He will also prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Ca1126S-2444 1or come
head the executive committee of the to 171!7 Girard Blvd. NE. A~ Photographer. 07127 5. FORSALE
REPAIR YOUR BICYCLE wilh our tools and
Popular Entertainment Committee stands.
WOMEN BICYCLISTS. Save 53.00 en Ayocet
Instru~:tion available. Albuquerque Bike Coanatomically designed women's saddle~ For aU day
and manage the UNM Ticket op,106GirardSE,Room 117,26!1i·!i170.
06/l!li
comfort. R.C. Hallett's. 2122, Coal Pl. SE. 843~9378.
Agency.
ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL 10 cents ... cigarettes,
6/29
paraphenalia, earings, cigars, rainbows. Pipe and
Golden received his master's Tobacco
1912
DATSUN
FASTBACKExcellent
condition.
Road. 107 ComellSE~
06/15
New tires, new clutch, new battery. Sl100. Call 294~
degree in health science ad5383 after S pm.
·
'
7 /27
ministration from the State 2. LOST & FOUND
CLEARANCE SALE ON selected gitane motobecane
University College at Brockport in
and velo sale"' bikfs, R.C. ·HalleU's, 2122 Co'll PI,
FOUND: CALCULATOR AT Perry'r. Pizza.
6 Ill
1977. He received his bachelor's Describe and claim. 2004 Central SE. 843·'.1' 50. 06115 SE. 843-9378.
CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST:: A collection of
degree in heaiih and physical
UNM's creative works is now on sale at UNM
education in 1974 from Rutgers' 3. SERVICES
bookstore, the Mercado, and Marron Hall, Room
131. $2.00. Support the Arts.
7 /27
College in New Brunswick, N.J.
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
BELL
BICYCLE
HELMETS
reg.
$33.95
$29.9l.
Golden is replacing Tony Oliver editorial system. Technical, general. legal. medical, • June only, R.C. Hallen's. 2122 Coal Pl. SE 843~9378.
scholastic. Charts& tables. 34S~212.5,
07/27
who is now the Project Focus
6/22
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) ami
coordinator at the New Mexico
MICHELIN TIRES ALL under $5. Bicycle parts and
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
accessories at low pri.-:es. Expert bicycle repair,
Health Education Coalition.
268-R515.
7127
Albuquerque Bike Co-op, 106 Girard SE. Room 117,

daily 11-3

~~y

26l-5170,
06/15
1970 VOLKSWAGEN SQUAREBACK. Automatic.
Good transportation. $700. 268-4018 after 5 p.m.
06115

GENERAL HOME REPAIRS. Estimates free. Ray

FOR SALE: 1972 Audi, 2-Dr, 100 LS, AC, good
rneclJanical condition. 268~5955 after S:30.
06/15

06/15

GUITAR LESSONS. Folk, rock, classical, jazz,
Marc's guitar studio. 2S5~!1S86. "Quality private
instruction."
07/27
NEED HELP? DON'T drop ou1, Will tutor Eng.

100, 101, 102; Chern. 121·122, Bio, 110,121,122.
Learn how to study. 345~5232.

**

**
***
***
***
**
***
**
**
**

***
***
**
**
**
*

**
**
*

06/22

CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS, first lesson free,
beginners welcome, near UNM. 266-9291.
06/22
CHILD CARE CQ.(>p Registralion during the summer insures program participation in the rau, Avoid
the rush. For information call 271·3365 or come by

1059 Mesa Vista Hall.

Thanks to your help,
the tide is beginning to .
turn.
The past few years have
brought new discoveries in
chemotherapy.
And new diagnostic
techniques that combine
the "eyes" of X-ray
machines with the
"brains" of computers.
And successful new
programs of com hi nation
therapies.
And there are
promising reports coming
in from research
laboratories all over the
world.
We now have
everything we need to save
ahout half the people who
get cancer.
Please don't quit on us

I

American
Cancer Societyl,

now.

4.

•

06/15

HOUSING

WANTED: ONE BEDROOM house ncar university
starting July I~ Call Mike at 277-5656. Leave
message.
6/15
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY. UTILITIES paid,
$143.00 mo.I710Coal Pl. SE. Call34l·2627. 6/15 •
UNIQUE STUDIOS WITH sundcck. Near UNM on
Princeton $155. Water paid, 255·2872.
6/tS
SEARCHING FOR SUMMER housing? Residence
Halls are your answer for maximum convenience to
campus plus comfort and economy in housing and
food-Service! Jnquire, La Posada 201, weekdays, 94
orca\1277·2606.
6/15

"An extravagant,
compelling novel:'
Son Francisco Examiner

6.

EMPLOYMENT

TYPESETIER/PASTE UP people will be needed for
fall. Evening hours 8 p.m. to midnight. Freshman
and sophomores preferred. Typing skills required.
We will train for other aspects. Marron Halll31. 8:30
to 4:00p.m. daily.
tfn
PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE Students only.
Aflernoons and e\'enlngs. Must be able to w~rk
Friday and Saturday nights. Musl be 21 yrs old.
Apply in person. no phone calls please. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at 5708 Lomas NE, S!il6 Menual NE.

pales
.1n~e•::ulife
. ,,
companson.
Chicago Tribune

6/29
Oexible hours, good pay.
Possible full· time during break. Call: Phil Franczykt
CLU. 883-5360.
07/20

PART~TIME JOB: Sales.

8.

Now o.t

UNffi
BOOKSTORE

MISCELLANEOUS

LOOKINO FOR AN interesting Summer Class?
There are two Theatre Classes still open: Acting
Worhhop TA429 1().1Z M~TH, Dance Lighting

TA4952-4M-TH.

Printed

National
Parks
in the

United State

Happy Hour 4 pm to 7 pm Mon-Fri
Live Dance Music
This week:

9 pm to 1:30am

Mon-Sat

Made In The Shade

No Minimum

KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

268-4876

The hottest nightspot downstairs is
the best restaurant upstairs.

Pot-A-Quat
A quality self test kit for the
analysis of paraquat.
10 tests/kit
$9.95/kit
easy to follow instructions
We pay shipping and handling
D&D Enterprises
3219 Silver SE

Abq. NM 87106

returns

By JOHN CHADWICK

By AURORA LAWRENCE

On top of the east wing of Schoies Hall is a shack.
On the roof of the biology building is a bird cage.
In the case of the strange structure on the roof of
Scholes Hall, no one is willing to claim it.
The bird cage, however, is still in use, a
spokesperson in the biology department said.
Fioyd Williams, director of the physical plant, said
the shack. is "old gear" left. over from when the
physics and psychology departments were in Scholes
!-Jail.
University architeCt Van Darn Hooker said the
structure is no longer being used.
The shack at one time housed a physics experiment,
Hooker said.
Victor Regener, chairman of the physics department, said the structure had never belonged to the
physics department.
He said the physics department moved out of
Scholes Hall in 1955.
"I don't know anything about it.,'' Regener said.
There are no plans for removing the structvre on top
of Scholes Hall, Williams said.
"It was just forgotten and never taken down," he
said.
A bird cage on the roof of the biology building is
being used for "experimental research" and has been
there for five or six years, Williams said.
A biology department spokesperson refused to
reveal the names of two professors who are using the
]Jird cage for experiments.
One professor is on sabbatical and the other is in the
field doing research, the spokesperson said.
The spokesperson said the bird cage will probably
be used until this winter.

UNM
administrative vice
president for student affairs Marvin
D. "Swede" Johnson is expected
back on the job June 27, Marlene
Smith, his executive secretary said
Wednesday.
Johnson and his wife are in
Brunswick, Me., where he has been
resting after radial therapy
treatment at Massachusetts General
Hospital in Boston for a tumor on
his pituitary gland, The administrative vice president will go
back to Boston on Sunday, then
will fly to Albuquerque.
Johnson was not aware of the
tumor until it showed up in tests
during a physical examination,
Smith said.
"He went into Massachusetts
General for surgery, but the doctors
found fluid had formed' around the
gland and the tumor was very
small. It is hoped the radial therapy
treatment has dissolved the
tumor," his secretary said.
Johnson, who has been gone
since June 1, attended meetings of
the Council for Advanced and
Supportive Education and of the
Association
of
American
Universities in Washington, D.C.
before going to the hospital.
New Mexico Union Director Ted
Martinez has been the acting administrative vice president for
student affairs in Johnson's absence.

CHADWICK PHOTO

No one is wi!ling to claim this shack on the roof of Scholes Hall.

By LINDA GLEASON

acres of

2320
Central
Ave. S.E.

shack shafted

WithUNM students

We want to cure cancer in your lifct ime.

COPIES
Oyemight
3 1/2cea
4' same day

~swede'

A CLOA puts it all together

In USA

06/ll

15,618,891

camping
and backpacking
equipment,
available at ...

Faustus

Thursday, June 22, 1978

There are

~ulr>e•·•or

"Lay that damned book
aside."

DAILY
Scholes

OPENINGS JN MANZANITA Programma Infilntil
at UNM for 6-8 year old boys and girls. For in·
fonnation call Marlis Mann 277·2033, 4114 or Irene
Setna 277-4907, 2132, if interested in applying for
your child,
06/l!i

299-2769..

New Mexico

Serving dinner 6 pm to 10 pm
(Fri and Sat unti/11 pm)

Montgomery Plaza- Montgomery at San Mateo

Students from UNM are finding
an outlet for their various talents by
volunteering to work with the
Albuquerque Civic Light Opera
Association (ACLOA).
Although volunteers to· ACLOA
come from every walk of life, the
association draws very heavily on
students from UNM, said Robin
Hubert, director of ACLOA.
"Many of the students are music or
theatre majors but students from
other departments of UNM work
with the association as well," she
said.
"We use UNM students in every
capacity, from backstage to
technical to performing," said
Hubert.
Students need no experience to
work with ACLOA, (although
many of them do have some experience). Most describe it as an
enjoyable learning experience.
Laureen Vigil, a music education
major, said, "You learn a lot and
·it's fun because you get a chance to
put it all toget);ler: singing, dancing
and drama."
Hubert said, "Actually, the
UNM students require less training
than most because they are usually
interested in some kind of theatrical
career, Maybe they can sing or act
but they have to dance in the show,
so they develop in other areas,
too.;'
The average person works from
150 to 200 hours in eight weeks of
rehearsals,
Gail Rosenblum, a journalism
major said, "Rehearsals are pretty
intense byt when the show goes on
things go much easier. i love it
because it's something different

lEVY PHOTO

Bill Ortman plays a priest in the Albuquerque Civic Light
Opera production of Fiddler on the Roof.
from my work and school.''
Jerry Wood, a theatre arts major
said, "There's so much you can do
rather than wait for roles."
Vigil said, "It's very hard. You
go to school, then to rehearsals and

you do the best you can."
ACLOA is the firc,t community
group to work in Popejoy Hall.
"We
have
received
great
cooperation from the University
and we have an excellent working

relationship with the music and
theatre departments," said Hubert.
Robert Caranta, a computer
science major, who describes
theatre as his first actual love, said,
"The University is educationoriented while ACLOA provides a
mixture of both theory and
practicality."
Some of the students consider
their experience with ACLOA as an
avenue for a future career. Wood,
who plans to continue in theatre,
said, "It's a lot of good experience
and training. You get to know all
areas of theatre and you are more
apt to get a job in the future."
Hubert explained, "ACLOA
exposes these students to a
professional attitude, They must
compete with other people for
parts. It provides a bridge between
the academic and professional."
"It also gives students a chance
to pursue theatre avocationally,"
she said.
Caranta said, "I 1m more of a
homebody. It's just a nice experience. The people are always
friendly and then there's always the
satisfaction of applause, whether
you are on stage or off."
Hubert says she would like to see
these students get some sort of
university credit for the amount of
time they spend with ACLOA, but
not as part UNM's curriculum.
Hubert says that this is done in
community colleges across the
country and she has been kicking
the idea around for a long time.
"No format has been worked out
yet, but UNM must be careful
before opening Pandora's box,"
Hubert said.
E\'<!ryone involved enjoys
(continued on page 31

Postage hike
offset by
presorting
A ten per cent increase in the
University's postal budget has been
approved to offset the 16 per cent
postage stamp increase which went
into effect May 29. About $77,000
will be added, making the 1979
budget for mailing $280,500.
Doyle Kimbrough, associate
comptroller, said the 6 per cent
deficit will not affect the university
since a two cent discount on each
letter mailed is available by presorting them by zip codes. Last year
pre-sorting the mail allowed the
university only a one cent discount
on each letter.

The Medical School's mailing
budget which is s'eparate from the
main campus, was increased by
$6100, bringing it to $49,593 for
fiscal year 1979, said Be!ty Furry,
Medical School accouut.:nt. Their
budget increase is necessary to
compensate for the rate increase as
well as from growth of the
university, Furry said.

From June 1977 to May 1978, the
university spent $212,862.03 on the
mailing of grades, admissions
information, registration materials,
disenrollments, suspension letters,
information for prospective
graduates, and diplomas, Kim. brough said.

